SO WHAT HAPPENS AFTER THE ELECTION?

A PREVIEW OF WHAT ELECTED CANDIDATES CAN EXPECT
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OVERVIEW

• ASI STUDENT GOVERNMENT ENTITIES
  • BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  • EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
  • TITAN STUDENT CENTERS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OVERVIEW

• BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  • TWO STUDENTS ELECTED FROM EACH ACADEMIC COLLEGE
  • REPRESENT THE CONSTITUENCY OF THAT COLLEGE
  • AS A WHOLE, REPRESENT ALL CSUF STUDENTS
  • RESPONSIBLE FOR OVERALL APPROVAL OF INITIATIVES, POLICY, AND BUDGET
  • ACT AS LIAISON TO MANY CAMPUS GROUPS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

• BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  • CHAIR AND VICE CHAIRS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OVERVIEW

- EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
  - PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT, AND CHIEF OFFICERS
  - PRESIDENT OFTEN LOOKED UPON AS SINGLE VOICE OF THE STUDENT BODY
  - RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPLEMENTING SPECIAL INITIATIVES AND CAMPAIGNS
  - ENGAGE AND ADVOCATE WITH CSUF ADMINISTRATION ON BEHALF OF STUDENTS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

• EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

- PRESIDENT & VICE PRESIDENT
  (ELECTED AS A TEAM BY THE STUDENT BODY)

- CHIEF CAMPUS RELATIONS OFFICER
  - ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION
  - PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEE
  - COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMISSION

- CHIEF COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER
  - COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMISSION

- CHIEF GOVERNMENTAL OFFICER
  - LOBBY CORPS COMMISSION, CSSA

- (CHIEF DIVERSITY OFFICER)
  - SOCIAL JUSTICE AND EQUITY COMMISSION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
OVERVIEW

• TITAN STUDENT CENTERS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  • TEN STUDENTS ELECTED FROM GENERAL STUDENT BODY
  • RESPONSIBLE FOR SHAPING AND EVALUATING TSU AND SRC PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

- TITAN STUDENT CENTERS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
- CHAIR AND VICE CHAIRS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

• BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  • ROLE OF CHAIR, OVERALL GUIDANCE AND LEADERSHIP
  • ROLE OF VICE CHAIR/SECRETARY, LEADERSHIP OF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE, ADVOCACY AND OPERATIONAL POLICY
  • ROLE OF VICE CHAIR/TREASURER, LEADERSHIP OF FINANCE COMMITTEE, BUDGET PROCESS, FUNDING PROPOSALS AND POLICIES

• TITAN STUDENT CENTERS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  • ROLE OF CHAIR, OVERALL GUIDANCE AND LEADERSHIP
  • ROLE OF VICE CHAIR OF FACILITIES, LEADERSHIP OF FACILITIES COMMITTEE, FACILITIES, SPACE, AND CAPITAL
  • ROLE OF VICE CHAIR OF OPERATIONS, LEADERSHIP OF OPERATIONS COMMITTEE, PROGRAM EVALUATION, BUDGET RECOMMENDATION
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

COMMITMENT: DURING THE SEMESTER

- BOARD OF DIRECTORS
  - BOARD MEETINGS, TUESDAYS 115PM-345PM
  - FINANCE AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEES, THURSDAYS BETWEEN 115PM AND 345PM
  - OTHER COMMITTEES, COLLEGE ICC, AND OTHER COUNCIL MEETINGS, SCHEDULING VARIES

- TITAN STUDENT CENTERS BOARD OF TRUSTEES
  - BOARD MEETINGS, EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY 130PM-430PM
  - FACILITIES AND OPERATIONS COMMITTEES, EVERY OTHER WEDNESDAY BETWEEN 130PM AND 430PM

- OTHER ACTIVITIES
  - OUTREACH AND OFFICE HOURS
  - TEAM, INDIVIDUAL, PROJECT, OR ADVISING MEETINGS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
COMMITMENT: ORIENTATION, TRAINING, AND RETREATS

- ORIENTATION, FRIDAY, APRIL 26, NOON TO 5PM
- TRAINING, MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MAY 20 AND 21, 8AM-8PM
- EXECUTIVE OFFICER TRAINING, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, MAY 22 AND 23, 10AM-6PM
  - PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT ONLY
- LEADERSHIP RETREAT, FRIDAY TO SATURDAY (OVERNIGHT), MAY 31 TO JUNE 1, 8AM-5PM
- INAUGURATION DAY AND FIRST MEETINGS, MONDAY, JUNE 3, 9AM-5PM
  - CHAIR AND VICE CHAIR ELECTIONS
- AUGUST RETREAT, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, AUGUST 14 AND 15, 8AM-8PM
- WINTER RETREAT, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY, JANUARY 8 AND 9, 8AM-8PM
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
TRANSITION PLAN

- STRUCTURED APPROACH TO TRANSITION
- STARTS AT ORIENTATION, APRIL 26
- TRANSITION GUIDE AND MEETINGS
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT ELECT

• STUDENT LEADER SELECTION PROCESS
  • SELECTIONS OF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND PROGRAMMING DIRECTORS
  • SELECTION OF COMMISSION AND PROGRAMMING LEADERS
  • STARTS RIGHT AFTER ELECTION